11/17/18 Provided mutual aid to Cuyahoga Heights PD for a stolen vehicle at 77 and Rockside; three parties taken into custody. Assisted Newburgh Heights PD with pursuit of motor vehicle traveling on Granger Road, attempt to stop vehicle was terminated.

11/19/18 Report of a hit/skip accident on Schaaf Road; driver returned to scene; information taken for report.

11/20/18 Party from group home wandered into local business requesting medical attention; transported to hospital without incident.

11/21/18 Report of a suspicious vehicle on Shady Ridge Lane; unable to locate. Report of open burning at Schaaf Road and Tuxedo Avenue; fire was legal.

11/22/18 Verbal dispute on Lancaster Drive; parties separated for the night. Flagged down by resident on Shady Ridge reporting suspicious vehicle pulled into neighbor's drive and left abruptly; resident's vehicle in driveway checked ok; special attention to area.

11/24/18 Report of suspicious vehicle on Dorset Drive; checked ok; party obtaining phone number from for sale sign.

11/25/18 Assisted Valley View PD with OVI arrest on Granger Road. Report of intoxicated male walking on West 5th Street; party transported to residence. Report of open burning on Lancaster Drive; checked ok; fire was safely contained.

11/26/18 Provided mutual aid to Garfield Heights PD with a call of four males that shot up restaurant and fled on foot with cash register; unable to locate. Resident on Schaaf Road reporting someone banging on back door at 0700 hours; reported at 1710 hours; special attention to area.

11/27/18 Resident on Schaaf Road reporting someone walked toward her yard at 0650 hours; reported at 0820 hours; special attention to area.

11/30/18 Report of vehicle that ran off the road and hit fence at I-480 exit ramp; vehicle left the scene; unable to locate. Provided mutual aid to Cuyahoga Hts. PD regarding two males that fled from stolen vehicle; unable to locate. Party from traffic stop taken into custody on OVI and Drug Abuse charges.

12/02/18 Attempted to stop vehicle on I-480 W/B; same fled from officer; terminated before State Road exit. Report of domestic disturbance on West 7th Street; parties spending the night apart.

12/03/18 Resident on Schaaf Road reporting seeing someone with a flashlight in backyard; checked area; unable to locate. Theft at local business; report taken.

12/05/18 Report of suspicious person at 0330 hours near dumpster of local business; reported at 0930 hours; no description; special attention to area.

12/10/18 Local business reporting a breaking and entering that occurred over the weekend; report taken. Welfare check of resident; checked ok.
12/11/18 Report of strange activity (shining flashlights / checking doors) on West 8th Street between 3-4 a.m.; reported at 1015 hours; special attention to area. Report of suicidal female at group home; squad transported to hospital. Report of elderly male walking in the roadway on Granger Road; unable to locate.

12/12/18 Assisted the squad with a passed out/incoherent male on South Street; same transported to hospital.

12/13/18 Assisted Independence PD with a breaking and entering at a restaurant on Rockside Road. Report of water main break on Hayes Drive; Water Department notified.

12/19/18 Report of a two-car accident on I-480 E/B; both drivers were highly intoxicated and charged with OVI. Local business reporting a breaking and entering; secured scene and notified detective. Resident reporting a bear in a tree in her yard; found to be raccoon. Report of juveniles on basketball courts swearing and vaping; after observation there was no cause for contact. Parking complaint on Shady Ridge; spoke with resident; no room in driveway with visitors.

12/21/18 Report by resident of coyotes in backyard; same ran off on arrival; special attention to area. Domestic dispute on Dorset Drive; parties vented and agreed to get along for the evening.

12/23/18 Provided mutual aid to Cuyahoga Heights PD regarding an intoxicated driver 77 North at Harvard.

12/24/18 Report of a male possibly stealing packages in the Schaaf/Marko area; possibly courier dropping off packages. Dispute between Uber driver and passenger I-480 E/B; all settled and on their way.